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The 2004-2005 UEFA Cup was the 34th edition of the UEFA Cup.n The competition format has changed from previous seasons, replacing it from the previous one. The teams were divided into three groups based on their performance in the championship. The team
that took the last place left. In the play-offs for 3 tickets to the group stage, the teams that took 3rd, 4th and 5th places in the groups, respectively, played. The winner was determined by the sum of two matches. Group A Group stage Group B First qualifying round
The final In the group stage, teams play against each other in a round robin system. The top four teams in the group advance to the play-off round, which is played by one team from each group; the team that took 1st place advanced to the group stage. As of 1 June

2005, the rules regarding the qualifying format have changed and therefore there is no record in the official UEFA history of how qualification for the final round of the tournament will take place. The rules for determining the winners of the group stage and the final
have been preserved. 2. Team rating Most decorated team: Germany Austria Belgium Bulgaria Albania England Denmark Moldova Poland Romania Serbia Wales Finland Croatia Sweden Ecuador South Africa Japan Turkey In Turkey, all 4 strongest teams participate

in the championship, i.Ðµ. twelve teams, but only 8 of them advance to the next round, and the rest do not participate in the tournament. The winners of the quarter-finals play in the 1/4-finals, in the remaining quarter-finals the teams play each other. 4. Summary
table of match results "Compiled by Waldemar Steininger" The article is based on information taken from the following sources: UEFA Official History (this publication never existed, so we have no way of verifying any facts) Official UEFA website
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